Earthmovers
Choose from two new production-class crawler excavators: the R480LC9-A and the R520LC9-A. Both new models feature a certified Interim Tier 4 engine upgrade and meet Tier 4 Interim standards. The models offer increased operator comfort and durability. Both models have ergonomic joysticks, which are height-adjustable. These massive earthmovers handle a variety of jobs, whether it’s a sizable amount of material that needs to be moved, or a deep trench project.
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Geosynthetic fill
InsulFoam GF (EPS Geofoam) geosynthetic fill is a closed-cell expanded polystyrene that is about 100 times lighter than soil, yet is durable and offers high load-bearing capacities. Uses include soft soil remediation, slope stabilization, structural void fill and engineered applications. The fill does not typically require surcharging, preloading or staging often necessary with other fills. It resists moisture, freeze-thaw damage, insects, mold and decomposition. An environmentally responsible material, InsulFoam GF is inert, does not emit undesirable gases or leachates and is recyclable. Common uses include highway projects, retaining walls, embankments, railways, runways, levees, stadiums and other infrastructure.
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Mini-excavators
The SK17SR, SK22SR, SK25SR and SK55SR (3,000- to 12,000-pound classes) offer durability and numerous features. The SK17SR offers fast, smooth arm movement for reduced cycle times and speed. The SK55SR has a low-profile design and is powered by a Tier 4 Final engine that reduces emissions. Both models are equipped with an eco-friendly engine that reduces fuel consumption and emissions.
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